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HOW TO MAKE MONEY IN THE MARIJUANA STOCK MARKET
MORE ON PAZOO STOCK TRADING
It

is worthwhile spending more time on Pazoo’s price action and volume in the marijuana/cannabis stock market.

In

a couple of days we saw Pazoo rise from about $0.0080 to a little over a penny on large volume.

Since

April 9, 2015, the stock has traded a whopping 147.966,000 shares.

During

the last 3 trading sessions, Pazoo has traded 98,812,000 shares.

In

our Issue 128 Newsletter, we thought PZOO would retrace its large price increase to a penny on huge volume.

In

fact, the stock backed off in two days breaking the $0.0078 cents mark.

It

then rallied today to a little over a penny and closed today at $0.0099 on 36.7 million shares.

Clearly

the Pazoo story is now well known. Very few marijuana/cannabis stocks are getting anything close to this
volume, price action, or validation of the Pazoo story. This stock market action is quite positive.

Even

as a sub penny stock, this trading, strength and volume tell an exciting testing lab story.

Cohen

Grassroots Research is a long term provider of investment research. While this story looks good in the short
term, it is the intermediate and long term fundamentals that will determine the success of Pazoo’s business model.

The

lesson to be learned from Pazoo’s trading is that both price action and volume tell us that the shareholder base is
rapidly growing. That is always good news for any public company.

I

caution any investor to try to trade in the penny stock market, especially in the marijuana/cannabis stock market.
Pick out a good one, be a long term investor, do your own research and be patient. Pazoo fits the bill.

